English for Week 5 Year 1
This week we are going to think about writing another story. Each day we are going to be
adding another idea in and so by Friday you should be ready to write an amazing story. This
week we thought it would be nice to write an adventure story and so we are going to go
into space! (We have read many stories about space including ‘Man on the Moon’ and ‘The
Way Back Home’. You many have a book at home, or could find one on YouTube if your
child needs some inspiration) Whatever you do, have fun with it!

Monday
Think about a character who likes to explore. They are going to go into space, so may be an
astronaut or somebody who goes by mistake! Will it be a boy, a girl or an animal? How are
they going to get into space? Will it be on a rocket ship, or by making a rocket out of junk
modelling, or did they go up in an aeroplane, or hot air balloon?! Can you draw your
character, give them a name and write a few adjectives about them. Then can you draw
how they got into space and write again write some adjectives about their space craft.

Tuesday
Today you are going to think about where the character will end up. Are they travelling
around in space, or will they land on a different planet? Think about what you can see
where you end up, what you can hear, or smell! Can you draw a picture of where you
character is and may be write a couple of sentences describing what it’s like to help you
write your story later in the week?

Wednesday
Now think about what might happen to your character. Will they meet an alien, or
somebody else in space? Will they have an adventure? Can you draw a picture showing
what happens in your story and write a couple of descriptive sentences to go with it?

Thursday
We are almost ready to write! But first we need to think about how your story might end.
How is your character going to get home? What will their Mum or Dad say when they arrive
home? Will they believe them?! Are they going to get home?! Can you write a couple of
sentences explaining what will happen?

Friday
Now we can write! Can you write a short story about your characters telling us how they
got into space, what happened when they got there and if they got home? Remember we
have written a few things already along the way, so use these in your story now and then
you won’t have to think about writing too many new things!
We can’t wait to see what you come up with.

